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Arizona Bill Would Ban UN Agenda 21 Within State
As nationwide opposition against the
controversial United Nations Agenda 21
“sustainability” plan continues to build, a
popular bill in Arizona that analysts say
looks set to pass would prohibit all state
agencies and political subdivisions from
implementing or supporting any portion of
the UN’s so-called “sustainable
development” scheme. The legislation was
approved by the state Senate last month and
has already cleared initial hurdles in
Arizona’s House of Representatives.

The two-page bill, known as SB1507, would prevent the state, county, and city governments of Arizona
from adopting any tenets of the UN Declaration and the Statement of Principles for Sustainable
Development. It would block any other international schemes that violate the U.S. or state constitutions
as well.

Under the proposed law, all public entities in Arizona would also be barred from cooperating with,
funding, or implementing any programs linked to a controversial global organization known as ICLEI
(formerly named International Council of Local Environmental Initiatives). The UN-backed non-profit
organization, based in Germany, seeks to force the “sustainability” plan on the world by stealth.

“Any way you want to describe it, Agenda 21 is a direct attack on the middle class and the working
poor,” sponsor Sen. Judy Burges said during a hearing on the bill last month; noting that even though
the U.S. Senate had refused to ratify the global plan, former President Bill Clinton used an executive
order to start foisting it on America by stealth anyway. “The primary goal of Agenda 21 is to create
social engineering of our citizens and it will impact every aspect of our daily lives.”

A Tea Party activist who testified at the hearing called Agenda 21 an insidious attack on American
sovereignty in an effort to build a one-world order. He also said the Obama administration was using
taxpayer-funded grants to prod state and local governments into implementing the “subversive”
scheme. 

In an e-mail to MSNBC, state Sen. Burges, a Republican, further explained why the legislation is
desperately needed. “The bill is designed to protect the rights of Arizona citizens and prevent
encroachment on those rights by international institutions,” she explained. “We have three branches of
government and when one branch preempts the process through executive orders, the balance of power
is lost in the process. It is that simple – no more, no less.”

Among state Representatives, alarm about the UN agenda is building, too. State Rep. Terri Proud, for
example, told supporters that the scheme “will take away our rights as Americans by allowing the
United Nations to mandate laws on our soil. … It’s very real and it is happening.”

Another Republican, state Rep. Eddie Farnsworth, said the UN did not have America’s best interests at
heart. “I have concerns about us giving up our sovereignty to the United Nations and the World Court,”
he explained.

http://www.azleg.gov/legtext/50leg/2r/summary/h.sb1507_03-12-12_jud.pdf
http://azleg.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=13&amp;clip_id=10625&amp;meta_id=197134
http://azcapitoltimes.com/news/2012/04/26/bill-aimed-at-stopping-united-nations-takeover-of-u-s-advances/
https://thenewamerican.com/author/alex-newman/?utm_source=_pdf
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The state lawmakers have also found strong support across America for their fight against the global
“sustainability” scheme. Lawmakers in Tennessee, for example, just approved a bill slamming the UN
agenda as an insidious socialist plot to dismantle national sovereignty and private property rights.
Other states are considering similar resolutions even as a growing number of local governments
continue to drop their controversial memberships in ICLEI.

At the national level, the Republican National Committee passed a resolution earlier this year blasting
Agenda 21, too. And RNC members have publicly expressed support for the Arizona bill.  “SB 1507 will
prohibit the imposition of UN Agenda 21 here in Arizona which is an insidious plan by the United
Nations to force their governance on our state, counties, municipalities, schools and even
neighborhoods,” noted National RNC Committeeman for Arizona Bruce Ash, congratulating lawmakers
for their efforts.

“UN Agenda 21 preaches population control as well as control of where we live and how we live. The
UN Agenda strips America of our wealth and threatens our sovereignty,” he added. “If SB 1507 passes
and is signed by Governor Brewer we will … protect our liberty and way of life. This is a must pass
piece of legislation.”

Because the UN agenda’s tentacles have spread so far over the last two decades, analysts are not
entirely sure how broad the legislation’s effect might be. The bill could, for instance, potentially stop
“green” corporate welfare by ending controversial wealth transfers from taxpayers to businesses that
claim to adopt “sustainability” measures.

Some pro-Agenda 21 scaremongers, however, have attempted to drum up unfounded fears about the
bill with hysterical and false claims about its potential effect on welfare programs. “We wouldn’t be able
to use CFL light bulbs in state buildings because that would be considered energy efficiency,” alleged
state House Minority Leader Chad Campbell, a Democrat. In reality, the bill would do nothing of the
sort, and he almost certainly knows that.

Campbell also falsely claimed that Arizona’s welfare department could be dismantled under the bill.
Ironically, he even said the state university system’s “sustainability” programs could disappear – saving
taxpayers vast sums of money. However, fantasy-based straw-man attacks notwithstanding, it was not
immediately clear why Campbell opposed the legislation.  

“This is the most ludicrous bill I’ve ever seen in six years in the legislature,” Campbell claimed. “It’s the
most poorly crafted bill in this state.” He also made headlines with a ludicrous conspiracy theory of his
own, claiming that “the Tea Party and conspiracy theorists run the state now.”

Rabid supporters of Agenda 21 continue to claim that critics of the UN schemes somehow believe in a
“conspiracy theory.” Of course, the global “sustainability” plan is neither a conspiracy nor a theory. In
reality, the documents are all online for the world to see. 

But pro-UN extremists, lobbyists, and people who depend on government-mandated “sustainability”
programs for their livelihood are still attempting in vain to manufacture an outcry against the bill. Some
members of the establishment press, meanwhile, have been dutifully repeating the hysterical claims
even though the UN’s own documents are available online.  

The chief architects of the plan have made its nature very clear as well. “Current lifestyles and
consumption patterns of the affluent middle class — involving high meat intake, the use of fossil fuels,
electrical appliances, home and work-place air-conditioning and suburban housing — are not
sustainable,” claimed UN Earth Summit Secretary-General Maurice Strong as he ushered in Agenda 21

https://thenewamerican.com/tennessee-passes-resolution-slamming-socialist-un-agenda-21/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/tennessee-passes-resolution-slamming-socialist-un-agenda-21/?utm_source=_pdf
http://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=3255687665712&id=1072694395
http://www.triplepundit.com/2012/04/arizona-senate-bill-1507-aims-prohibit-rio-declaration-ban-sustainability-initiatives-state-wide/comment-page-1/
http://www.triplepundit.com/2012/04/arizona-senate-bill-1507-aims-prohibit-rio-declaration-ban-sustainability-initiatives-state-wide/comment-page-1/
https://thenewamerican.com/author/alex-newman/?utm_source=_pdf
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two decades ago.

Despite efforts to paint opposition to Agenda 21 as a conservative movement, however, the broad
coalition seeking to stop it largely transcends party lines – at least at the grassroots level. In Tennessee,
for example, more than a few democrats joined the GOP majority to overwhelmingly pass a resolution
condemning the UN schemes. And the organization “Democrats Against U.N. Agenda 21” has been a
key player in exposing the global plot.

But even as efforts to defeat the agenda gain unprecedented momentum in the U.S., the UN is moving
full-speed ahead toward doubling down on the controversial plan. Recently released official documents
revealed that the global body plans to use its upcoming Conference on Sustainable Development in Rio
de Janeiro — known as Rio+20 to mark the 20-year anniversary of the Earth Summit — to amass a
broad array of new powers and literally re-make civilization.

The Arizona legislation must clear one more hurdle in the state House of Representatives, a roll-call
vote expected as early as next week, before heading to Gov. Jan Brewer’s desk for her signature. The
Governor (pictured above) did not comment on the bill when contacted by reporters, as is typical.   
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